Abstract
For sustainability considerations, the use of recycled aggregate in concrete has attracted many interests in the research community. One of the main concerns for using such concrete in buildings is its spalling in fire. This may be alleviated by adding steel fibers to form steel fiber reinforced recycled aggregate concrete (SFRAC). This paper presents an experimental investigation into the compressive properties of SFRAC cylinders after exposure to elevated temperatures, including the compressive strength, Young's modulus (stiffness), stress-strain curve and energy absorption capacity (toughness). The effects of two parameters, namely steel fiber volume content (0%，0.5%，1%，1.5%) and temperature (room temperature, 200℃， 400℃ and 600℃) on the compressive mechanical properties of concrete were investigated.
The test results show that both compressive strength and stiffness of the concrete are significantly reduced after exposure to high temperatures. The addition of steel fibers is helpful in preventing spalling, and significantly improves the ductility and the cracking behavior of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) after exposure to high temperatures, which is favorable for the application of RAC in building construction.
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Introduction
In recent years, the reuse of waste concrete as recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) to either partially or totally replace natural aggregates for new concrete has emerged as a commercially viable and technically feasible technique for recycling waste concrete [1] . A concrete using RCA as coarse aggregate is termed recycled aggregate concrete [2] and will be referred to as RAC for simplicity in this study. The recycling of waste concrete has significant environmental benefits such as sustainable utilization of natural resources and saving landfill spaces, leading to an increasing amount of research recently [3] [4] [5] . Existing studies have covered a number of topics, such as mechanical properties and durability of RAC [6] [7] and structural performance of members cast with RAC [8] , mix designs of both normal strength RAC [9] and high performance RAC [10] . Compared to natural aggregate concrete (referred to as NC hereafter), RAC has lower specific gravity, lower strength and stiffness, larger creep and shrinkage [11] . Moreover, the replacement percentage (referred to as RP hereafter) of RCA, which is usually defined as the ratio between the mass of recycled aggregate to the total mass of coarse aggregate, has been found to have a considerable influence on the stress-strain curve of RAC [7] . It has been shown that for RP ranging from 0% to 100%, the RAC shows an increase in the strain at peak stress and a significant decrease in ductility as characterized by their descending branch of the stress-strain curve, compressive strength and elastic modulus when RP increases. Xiao et al. [4] also observed that the RCA has an adverse effect on the shear transfer strength of RAC especially when the RP is over 30%. As a result, the RAC has been used mainly in non-structural concretes (e.g. pavements [5] ).
The use of RAC in structural members is limited [12] . To explore potential applications of RAC in structural members, various methods have been attempted to mitigate the disadvantages of RAC such as lower strength and reduced durability. Kou and Poon [13] reported that the negative effect of RCA on durability can be mitigated by incorporating a certain amount of mineral admixture, such as fly ash and volcanic ash. It was also shown that the use of glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) or steel to confine RAC is an effective way to eliminate these weaknesses [14] [15] , making it possible to use RCA in structural members. In the mainland China, successful applications of RAC in the building construction (mainly as foundations and walls) started in 2004 [12] .
Since the invention of steel fibers reinforced concrete (SFRC) in 1874 [16] , it has become a useful structural material since 1970s [17] , mainly because the addition of steel fibers significantly improves the mechanical properties of concrete, including impact strength, toughness, flexural strength, tensile strength, ductility and the ability to resist cracking and spalling [18] . Although SFRC has been increasingly used in structures, such as floors of building, precast members, tunnels, heavy duty pavement and mining structures [19] , it is still a material subject to extensive investigation [20] [21] . The aspect ratio l/d and volume fraction V f of steel fibers can significantly affect the workability of SFRC [22] . Generally, the aspect ratio is between 50 and 100: the probability of heterogeneous distribution and flocculation of fibers in a concrete mix is increased when l/d increases. The most suitable volume fraction is between 0.5% and 2.5% by volume [22] .
Steel fibers may be added to RAC to improve its properties, making it suitable for use in building constructions. It is well known that the use of RCA in mortar and concrete increases shrinkage because the RCA can absorb a large quantity of water [5, 23] . Adding fibers into concrete and mortar is an effective method to reduce shrinkage and associated cracking.
When the steel fiber content is greater than 0.25%, the crack width of the steel fiber reinforced recycled aggregate concrete (SFRAC) can be considerably reduced [23] . The addition of steel fibers can also significantly increase the post-peak stress and the energy absorption capacity of RAC [24] .
Fire represents one of the major risks to building structures. Fire can cause explosive spalling [25] and mechanical deterioration of concrete [26] . A number of measures [27] [28] [29] have been explored to alleviate the adverse effects of high temperatures. It has been well established that the inclusion of polypropylene fiber or steel fibers can enhance the mechanical properties (e.g. residual strength, residual fracture energy, spalling resistance and toughness) of normal concrete after exposure to fire or high temperatures [30] [31] . For RAC, limited studies [32] [33] [34] [35] have shown that after exposure to high temperatures, its strength is apparently reduced, and the higher the exposure temperatures [36] , the longer the exposure time at high temperature [32] , the larger the strength decrease. The residual strength of RAC is shown to be superior [32] [33] [34] or comparable [35] to that of conventional concrete.
It is generally believed that strength deterioration mechanism of concrete subjected to high temperature is related to two main factors [30] : 1) the increase of vapour pressure arising from the evaporation of moisture; and 2) the initiation and development of cracks caused by thermal stresses due to temperature difference between different parts (e.g. surface and core) of concrete. As the moisture contents and the constituent materials of aggregates (and thus the interface between aggregates and mortar) are quite different between NC and RAC, the effects of these two factors should be different for RAC and NC. Consequently, the performance of RAC during and after exposure to high temperature has been recognized as a significant area requiring extensive further research [37] . A number of measures such as addition of fibers [38] and pozzolan [39] , and post-fire-recuring of fire damaged concrete [29] have been shown to effectively alleviate the adverse effects of fire/high temperature for NC.
The effectiveness of these measures for RAC is yet to be investigated.
Against the above background, this paper presents an experimental study on the compressive properties, including residual strength, Young's modulus, stress-strain relationship and energy dissipation capacity, of SFRAC after exposure to elevated temperatures. This study constitutes a part of a series of ongoing studies aiming to explore effective measures to alleviate the adverse effect of fire/high temperature on RAC. The results presented in this paper are valuable for achieving a better understanding of the role of steel fibers in the performance of RAC after exposure to high temperatures, and should be helpful to expand the application of RAC in structures, especially in building structures.
Experimental programme
A total of 5 groups of specimens, each consisting of 12 standard cylinders with a dimension of 150mm×300mm (diameter and height), were prepared and tested in this study. The basic properties of the constituent materials, their mix proportions, specimen preparation procedure and loading scheme are described in the following sections.
Constituent materials
The constituent materials include: The water absorption capacities of the natural and recycled coarse aggregates were tested as 0.76% and 3.08%, respectively. The concrete aggregates and steel fibers are shown in Fig. 1. 
Mix proportioning
A total of 5 concrete mixes were designed and prepared to study the effect of steel fiber content on the axial compressive behavior of RAC after exposure to elevated temperatures (25℃, 200℃, 400℃ and 600℃). The natural coarse aggregate was used in the first mix; while in the remaining 4 mixes recycled concrete aggregates were used to fully replace the natural coarse aggregates by volume. The 5 concrete mixes had the same free water-to-cement ratio of 0.46. An additional 3.08% water by weight of RCA was added to the four RAC mixes to cater for the large water absorption capacity of RCA. Three of the RAC mixes included respectively 0.5%, 1%, 1.5% steel fibers by volume. Details of the mixes are summarized in Table 1 in which the concrete mix with natural aggregate is termed as NC, and that with RCA is termed as RAC. When steel fibers are included in the mix, the mix is labeled as SFRACx, with "x" representing the percentage ratio of steel fiber by volume, e.g., SFRAC5
representing 0.5% steel fibers for the SFRAC.
Specimen preparation
The concrete were mixed in a concrete mixer. For each of the mixes, 12 standard cylinders of 150 mm in diameter and 300 mm in height were cast using plastic molds. Concrete cylinders of the same mix were cast from the same batch to ensure uniformity. The procedure of preparing the concrete mixture was as follows [41] : coarse aggregates, sand, cement and steel fibers were placed in the mixer. The mixer was then started to mix them for 3 minutes before water and super-plasticizer were added. The mixer was then run for further 2 minutes to produce the fresh concrete with evenly dispersed steel fibres [43] . Workability was measured using concrete slump test according to GB/T 50080-2002 [42] . Cast concrete specimens were covered with plastic sheets and kept in the laboratory at room temperature for 24 hours before demolding. After demolding, the specimens were immersed in water for curing until the age of 28 days, and then kept in the Materials Lab at Guangdong University of Technology at the ambient temperature of about 25℃ until testing .
Test method

Heating scheme
The specimens were heated in an electrical furnace following the following heating scheme:  Heating rate: a constant rate of 2.5℃/min following Poon et al. [27] until the target temperature is reached. It should be noted that this heating rate is much lower than that of the standard ISO 834 curve [44] , but this is not critical if only the core of columns (i.e. inside the spirals or hoop ties) is concerned. The behavior of the concrete cover under a rapidly developing fire can be different but this is beyond the scope of this paper. Within the core concrete the heating rates and peak temperatures experienced would be moderated by the thermal protection of the cover concrete. It should also be noted that the standard fire does not necessarily reflect the actual heating of concrete within a real structure during a real fire [45] ;  Soaking period: 1 hour, following previous research such as Poon et al. [27] , Peng et al. [30] , Cavdar et al. [46] and Husem et al. [47] . Although it had been speculated shown that one hour of soaking is sufficient for the heated specimens with size similar to the specimens of this study to reach a uniform temperature distribution [30] , a more recent study [45] showed that this is not necessarily the case. The temperature distribution in a specimen, especially in a large one, is likely to be non-uniform for a long period. As the residual properties of a concrete depend on the temperature history (including the heating rate, the peak temperature, soaking time and cooling regime), the behavior of concrete from different parts of the specimen would also be different. Therefore, test results may only be comparable if the specimens have the same size and subjected to the same heating and cooling regimes;  Cooling rate (cooling curve): after the soaking, the furnace was switched off but was kept in closed condition for 1h before its door was opened for the specimens to be further cooled to room temperature as in [48] . The furnace temperature was recorded every half an hour for four hours during the cooling period, giving eight readings (Fig. 2) ;  Spalling prevention measures: in previous studies (Peng et al. [30] ; Rahim et al. [48] ;
and Zheng et al. [49] ) specimens were usually heated in the furnace at 105℃ or 120℃ for 24h or 48h to prevent spalling due to excessive moisture emission during the heating process. In this study, when one batch of specimens were under heating, the next batch of specimens were put outside the furnace for pre-heating, which usually lasted for 6-9 hours depending on the target temperature. This treatment, together with the adopted lower rate of heating (2.5℃/min), successfully prevented explosive spalling during heating.
Among the 12 cylinder specimens in each mix, three were tested immediately after curing for about 3 months, the remaining 9 specimens were divided into three groups, subjected to respectively 200℃, 400℃ and 600℃ exposure in the electrical furnace following the above heating procedure, and then tested. Fig. 2 shows the temperature-time curves recorded during heating. All specimens were weighted before and after the heat treatment. After exposure to high temperature, all specimens were inspected for the surface changes including colour and cracks etc.
Compression test
Both the upper and lower surfaces of each cylinder specimen were capped levelly with gypsum plaster which had a compressive strength of 800 MPa. All specimens were tested for compression strength under a constant displacement rate of 0.18 mm/min following ASTM C39/C39M [50] using a 4000 kN MATEST compression machine ( Fig. 3(a) ). For each specimen, two 100 mm strain gauges were placed at 180° apart at the mid-height to measure the axial strains, and two 80mm strain gauges were placed at 180° apart to measure the hoop strains also at the mid-height. In addition, the axial strains were also measured by two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) at 180° apart, covering the mid-height region of 120 mm for all specimens as in [51] , (Fig. 3(b) ).
Test results and discussions
In this section, the effects of elevated temperature and steel fiber content on the compressive behaviour, including failure mode, residual strength, Young's modulus (stiffness), and energy absorption capacity (ductility) were analyzed based on the test data obtained from the compression tests. Visual inspection and mass loss test results were also discussed. Fig. 4 shows the color changes of concrete mixes after exposure to elevated temperatures. At room temperature, the surface of concrete was usually light grey, which was turned to yellowish, gray brown and gray white after exposure to 200 ℃ , 400 ℃ and 600 ℃ , respectively. It has been shown that the color change in the specimens is associated with the chemical and physical changes experienced by the concrete after exposure to high temperatures [31, [52] [53] .
Visual inspection of concrete specimens
Color changes
Spalling
Explosive spalling was not observed for all the concrete specimens during the process of heating even though explosive spalling under high temperature has been widely observed in concrete especially for high strength concrete [30] [31] . The absence of spalling in present study might be a result of slower rate of heating (at 2.5℃/min) adopted in the present study. A trial test conducted in the early stage of this study found that higher rate (e.g. 7℃/min ) led to explosive spalling for both NC and RAC during heating. For RAC, the compatibility of thermal expansion between RCA and surrounding cement paste [32] , and the beneficial effects of steel fibers [27, 53] might have also played a significant role for the absence of explosive spalling failure.
Cracking behavior
For normal concrete (without steel fibers) after exposure to evaluated temperatures, stresses within and between the concrete constituents (cement paste and aggregate) caused by water vapor pressure, thermal stresses due to temperature difference between different parts (e.g. surface and core) of the concrete and their interaction account for the initiation and development of cracking [54] ; these factors also account for the cracking of RAC (with and without steel fibers) subjected to high temperature. In the present study, no crack was observed by naked eyes on concrete specimens after exposure to 200℃; a few of hairline cracks could be identified by naked eyes for specimens after exposure to the high temperature of 400℃ and 600℃. For concrete specimens without steel fiber (Specimens NC and RAC), an increasing number of wider and deeper cracks were observed on the surfaces of the specimens with the increasing of exposure temperature, regardless whether the recycled concrete aggregates were used or not, as shown in Fig. 4 . The maximum crack widths (Figs 5-6) were measured using a crack width gauge which had an accuracy of 0.01mm and listed in Table 2 . It should be noted that the crack width measurement had been carried out at a number of locations for each of the three specimens with the same concrete mix. Figs. [5] [6] showed the maximum measured crack widths (the same with those listed in Table 2 ).
Figs. [5] [6] show that the crack width for NC and RAC after exposure to high temperatures is close to each other, suggesting that the cracking behavior for NC and RAC after exposure to high temperature is similar. Fig. 7 depicts the trend of maximum crack width vs. steel fiber content. It should be noted that the maximum crack width for each point in Fig. 7 represents the average value of three cylinders in the group. The same is followed in presenting the test results in the remainder of this paper unless otherwise stated. Also shown in Fig. 7 are error bars standing for the double-side standard deviation intervals for the average maximum crack width values. Fig. 7 shows clearly that the inclusion of steel fibers in RAC significantly restrains the development of cracks caused by the exposure to high temperatures due to the so-called bridging effect of fibers, as in normal concrete [55] . For the RAC specimens (RAC, SFRAC5, SFRAC10 and SFRAC15), when the steel fiber content increases from zero (specimen RAC) to 1.5% (specimen SFRAC15), the average of the maximum crack width decreased from 0.23 mm to 0.07 mm and from 0.72 mm to 0.15 mm for the target exposure temperature of 400℃ and 600℃, respectively (see also Table 2 ).
Mass loss
The mass loss ratio due to the exposure to elevated temperature, which is defined as the lost mass divided by the original mass, is shown in Fig. 8 for the different concrete mixes.
From Fig. 8(a) , it is clear that the mass loss increases with the increase of target temperature for all the concrete mixes. The average mass loss ratio is 6.62%, 8.77% and 10.23% for RAC specimens (specimens RAC+SFRACx in Fig. 8) [52, 57] . It may be noted that the mass loss ratio of RAC mix is considerably larger than that of NC mix because concrete with RCA contains more evaporable water than the normal concrete (Table 1) due to the larger water absorption of the former than the latter. The mass loss above 200℃ is mainly due to the evaporation of gel water at 200℃-400℃ and crystal water associated with the decomposition of Ca(OH) 2 at 400℃-600℃ or above [52, 56] . Fig. 8(b) shows that the addition of steel fiber into RAC has a little effect on the mass loss, especially for specimens with exposure temperature over 200℃. This is because the addition of steel fibers has some restraint effect on crack development which may hinder the evaporation of moisture at elevated temperatures. However, this may not have any significant effect on the evaporation of moisture which does not rely on the formation of wide cracks.
Compressive failure mode
Compression tests were carried out on the cylinders after the high temperature treatment. Fig.   9 shows the failure modes of different concrete mixes, each representing a random selection from a group of three.
With the same heat treatment, the failure process and modes for concrete specimens without steel fiber (specimens NC and RAC) were similar. When the stress on the specimen was close to the peak stress, cracking sound could be heard while visible vertical cracks appeared in the concrete. After the peak load, the cracks propagated quickly throughout the specimen. The failure process was rapid, and accordingly stress decreased very quickly. For the cylinders without temperature treatment, the testing machine was stopped only after the stress was reduced to nearly zero at which all the cylinders were nearly crushed, as shown in Fig. 9(a) .
The specimens shown in Fig. 9 (a) were intentionally kept in the test machine for the purpose of taking pictures; otherwise the cylinders would disintegrate so photos of the complete cylinders could not be taken.
From the tests of cylinders without heat treatment, it was found that when the load was decreased to about 20% of the peak load, total crushing of the cylinder and/or shearing off of concrete debris usually occurred for concrete without steel fibers and major cracks mainly in vertical direction usually appeared for concrete with steel fibers. As a result, 20% of the peak load was adopted as the criterion to terminate the loading process so that clear pictures as those shown in Figs. 9(b)-(d) could be taken. .
As can be seen from Figs. 9(b)-(d), the addition of steel fibers avoided the total disintegration of concrete for cylinders after high temperature treatment. The higher the steel fiber content, the more integral the cylinders after compression test. Furthermore, cracks generally become more zigzag and distributed with an increase of the steel content. It is of interest to note that for cylinders after exposure to 600℃, the cracks have a tendency to develop between the surface concrete and inner concrete ( Fig. 9(d) ). The color of the concrete on the cracked surface (yellowish) was apparently different form that of the surface concrete (gray white),
suggesting that the temperature gradient exists between the surface concrete and inner concrete which may cause damage to the concrete before the compression test.
Stress-strain cures
The complete stress-strain curve for all specimens was obtained from the compression test of cylinders subjected to a displacement rate of 0.18 mm/min as mentioned early. The results are shown in Fig. 10 for all specimens. Three cylinders were tested for each mix. As the test stress-strain curves of the three specimens with the same mix are very close to each other, only one representative curve is shown in Fig. 10 for each concrete mix. The important parameters of the stress-strain curves (e.g. strength, elastic modulus and compressive toughness) were obtained from the average of three specimens with the same mix. It should be noted that for each control specimen, two longitudinal 100 mm strain gauges were placed at 180° apart to measure the axial strains in the mid-height region. These gauges were usually out of function due to the cracking of concrete in the later stages of loading, but their readings at the early stages of loading were used for adjusting the setup to minimise the eccentricities of loading. The axial strains were also measured using two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) at 180° apart and covering 120mm at the mid-height region for all specimens following Jiang [51] . All axial strains shown in Fig. 10 are the average of the two LVDTs readings which are generally smaller than those obtained from the full height shortening of the cylinders because of the end effects [27] . Fig. 10 shows that the addition of steel fibers results in a significant change in the shape of the stress-strain curve, with a more flattened descending branch for a concrete mix with larger steel fiber content. The compressive strength and the initial slop of the stress-strain curve are generally reduced with an increase of the exposure temperature; the reduction rate of the latter is much larger than that of the former (see more detailed discussions late). As a result, the strain at the peak stress is increased with the increase of exposure temperature. For example, the strain at the peak stress for the concretes after exposure to 600℃ is, on average, about 4.8 times of that of the unheated concretes). For RAC, a concrete mix with higher steel fiber content usually has slightly higher strain at the peak stress (see Table 3 ), which is more obvious at higher exposure temperatures (i.e. 400℃ and 600℃).
Compressive strength
The residual compressive strength of all concrete cylinders, including both unheated and heated specimens, is listed in Table 4 . Fig. 11 shows the effects of temperature on the residual compressive strength, where both the actual strength ( Fig. 11(a), (c) ) and the relative strength with reference to the strength of the corresponding unheated concrete mix ( Fig. 11(b) ) are
shown. It can be seen from Table 4 and Fig. 11 that, for the unheated concrete specimens, a full replacement of NCA by RCA resulted in an increase of 34.62% in the compressive strength (probably due to water absorbed by RCA). The addition of 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% of steel fibers in volume led to the reduction of the compressive strength by 9.33%, 14.3% and 18.0% respectively with respect to the residual strength of RAC without steel fibers as in normal concrete [53, 58] , which may be due to the stress concentration caused by the non-uniform steel fiber distribution in RAC. The type of steel fiber used may also has an effect on the above strength decrease [53, 58] .
For RAC specimens (i.e. RAC and SFRACx), the average residual strength after exposure to 200℃ was 84.6% of the unheated concrete strength, which was further reduced to 59.0% and 31.4% after exposure to 400℃ and 600℃ respectively. Figs. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) show that the inclusion of steel fiber generally reduces the rate of concrete strength loss. This is more clearly seen at elevated temperatures 400℃ and 600℃. Consequently, after exposure to 400℃ or 600℃, the steel fiber reinforced RAC retained a higher residual strength than that of the RAC without steel fiber (also see Table 4 ). Nevertheless, it is of interest to note that the addition of steel fibers also results in a significant decrease of the compressive stress for the concrete specimens heated to 200℃ as for the unheated concrete specimens, implying that to achieve a balanced compressive strength for both unheated specimens and heated specimens, an appropriate amount of steel fiber content should be used. It is also of interest to note that the concrete mixes suffer quicker loss in compressive strength when the target temperature is higher than 400℃ (in the range of 400℃-600℃). This might be attributed to that calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH) 2 ) usually decomposes at about 400℃-600℃ [52, 56] . Compared with NC, RAC mix suffered a faster loss in compressive strength after exposure to elevated temperatures, especially in the temperature range of 200℃-400℃. This may be attributed to the relatively porous microstructure of recycled concrete aggregate. The faster strength loss of RAC can be well compensated for by incorporating steel fibers as mentioned above (Fig. 11) .
In particular, after exposure to 600℃, the residual strength of RAC with 1.5% steel fibers (i.e. SFRAC15) was 1.92 times higher than the RAC without steel fiber, showing the efficiency of steel fibers in allaying the detrimental effect of high temperature on the residual strength of RAC. As the microstructure of RAC and its performance after exposure to high temperature are different from those of conventional concrete [37] , the strength degradation mechanism of SFRAC should be further studied by examining the microstructure of concrete, as in [24] and [31] .
Young's modulus
The Young's modulus of the concrete specimens was taken as the secant modulus of the corresponding stress-strain curve at one third of the peak stress following Poon et al. [27] . The results are listed in Table 4 . Fig. 12 shows the effects of temperature and steel fiber on the Young's modulus. In Fig. 12(b) , the modulus was given as the relative value with reference to the Young's modulus of the corresponding unheated concrete. A comparison of results presented in Fig. 11(b) and 12(b) shows that the degradation of Young's modulus is much quicker than that of compressive strength. For RAC specimens, the Young's modulus of the specimens after exposure to 200℃ was reduced in average to 72.5% of the unheated concretes. It was further reduced to 22.3% and 4.61% after exposure to 400℃ and 600℃ respectively, showing that the significant degradation of elastic modulus occurs at temperatures between 200℃ to 600℃ which is similar to high strength concrete [59] . The fast degradation of concrete Young's modulus implies that elevated temperature has a significant damage on the microstructure of the concrete cylinders. From Fig. 12(c) it can be seen that for RAC, an increase of the steel fibre content generally reduces the magnitude of the elastic modulus for specimens at room temperature and after exposure to 200℃, but for specimens after exposure to 400℃ and 600℃, the inclusion of steel fiber tends to increase the elastic modulus and only when the steel fiber content reaches 1.5% does the beneficial effect of steel fiber on the elastic modulus become significant.
Energy absorption capacity (toughness)
In the present study, toughness and specific toughness (termed as "ST" hereafter) are used to evaluate the energy absorption capacity of concrete under compression. The ST is defined as the ratio of toughness to the compressive strength of the same specimen. It is well-recognized that the total area under the stress-strain curve should be used to calculate the toughness.
However, the recording of the complete stress-strain curve poses many practical challenges, and in the present study, test stress-strain curves were recorded till when the load is reduced to 20% of the peak load (i.e. at 0.2f c ' of the descending branch, referred to as "0.2f c ' point" for brevity) as explained previously. As a result, the toughness was taken as the area under the stress-strain curve before the 0.20f c ' point (referred as "stress cut-off" method hereafter) with the results shown in Table 3 and Figs. 13 and 14 . It may be noted that a "strain cut-off" method has been used in previous studies (e.g. [27] ), but that is inferior compared with the "stress cut-off" method as the former can produce inconsistent results when concretes have different ductility.
The effects of the exposure temperature and steel fiber content on the toughness and the ST are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. The toughness of each concrete mix has a clear tendency to decrease with the increase of exposure temperature although some variations exist ( Fig. 13(a) ). In general the degradation rate of toughness is increased when exposure temperature is higher than 400℃, which may be to attributed to the chemical decomposition of the Ca(OH) 2 at temperatures above 400℃ as mentioned early. Fig. 13(b) shows that the inclusion of steel fiber has a significant beneficial effect on the toughness.
The specific toughness (ST) (Fig. 14) has a tendency in general to increase with an increase of the exposure temperature, in contrast to the apparent decrease of toughness. This means that the degradation rate of concrete strength is higher than that of toughness in the investigated range of exposure temperature. A similar trend was observed by Poon et al. [27] for steel fiber reinforced high performance concrete. Fig. 14(b) demonstrates that the effect of steel fiber content on the ST is similar to those of toughness ( Fig. 13(b) ), i.e. ST increases with the increase of steel fiber content.
Figs. 13 and 14 that RAC usually has better energy absorption capacity (in terms of both toughness and ST) than normal concrete (NC) for a certain range of higher exposure temperatures (200℃-400℃), although for unheated specimens and specimens after exposure to 600℃, the energy absorption of RAC is lower than the NC, while such trend does not exist for other mechanical properties , such as compressive strength and elastic modulus (Figs. 11   and 12) , showing the complexity in the mechanical behaviors of RAC after exposure to higher temperatures which is an area needing extensive further research.
A comprehensive assessment of the effects of steel fibers on mechanics properties can be conducted by the comparisons among Figs. 11(c), 12(c), 13(b), 14(b). It can be found from the comparisons shows that for unheated RAC, the inclusion of steel fiber generally will lead to a small decrease of both concrete strength and elastic modulus but significant enhance of the energy absorption capacity (in terms of both toughness and ST); for RAC after exposure to high temperatures (>200℃), the inclusion of steel fiber has beneficial effects for all the three mechanical behaviors (compressive strength, elastic modulus and energy absorption capacity), with the enhancement effects on energy absorption capacity being more significant than on compressive strength and elastic modulus.
Conclusions
This paper has presented an experimental study on the compressive behavior of steel fiber reinforced recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) after exposure to elevated temperatures. In particular, the effects of steel fibers on the compressive behavior, including strength, elastic modulus and energy absorption capacity have been analyzed in detail. The following conclusions can be drawn from the test results and analyses:
1. Similar to normal concrete (NC), color change was observed on the surface of RAC specimens after exposure to 200℃, 400℃ and 600℃ due to chemical and physical changes. Cracks can be identified by naked eyes on the surface of the concrete cylinders after exposure to 400℃ and 600℃. The inclusion of steel fibers is effective in restraining the development of crack width, an increase of steel fiber content led to significantly smaller crack width. Explosive spalling was not observed for all specimens during heating process, which might be a result of low heating rate (2.5℃/min) and the pre-heating process adopted in this study.
2. Elevated temperature has a significant effect on the compressive behavior of RAC: after exposure to 200℃, the RAC mixes (with or without steel fibres) retained about 85% of their un-heated compressive strength on average, which was further reduced to 59% and 31% after exposure to 400℃ and 600℃ respectively. The loss of the stiffness of RAC mixes was much faster than the loss of strength after exposure to elevated temperature; as a result, the strain at peak stress for each RAC mix (with or without steel fibres) was generally increased with an increase of exposure temperature. The loss of specific toughness was a little bit slower than the loss of compressive strength except of the exposure temperature of 200℃, so the specific toughness (ST) generally tended to increase with an increase of the exposure temperature.
3. For unheated RAC, the inclusion of steel fibers generally caused to a small reduction of both strength and elastic modulus but significant enhancement of the energy absorption capacity (in terms of both toughness and ST). For heat treated RAC, the inclusion of steel fibers has beneficial effects on the compressive strength, elastic modulus and energy absorption capacity, with the enhancement of energy absorption capacity being most significant.
4. RAC usually has better energy absorption capacity in terms of both toughness and specific toughness (ST) than NC after exposure to high temperatures (200℃ and 400℃), although for unheated specimens, the energy absorption of RAC is found to be lower than the NC.
Nevertheless, compared with NC, RAC suffers faster decrease in strength and larger mass loss after exposure to high temperatures, showing the complexity in the mechanical behaviors of RAC after exposure to higher temperatures which is an area needing extensive further research.
Effects of elevated temperature on the degradation mechanism of steel fiber reinforced RAC (SFRAC) and how the inclusion of the steel fiber contributes to alleviate the degradation should be further studied by examining the change in the microstructures of concrete in the future. ) and cube compressive strength (28 day and 1 year) Table 2 . Maximum crack width of concrete cylinders after exposure to 400℃ and 600℃, mm Table 3 . Effect of temperature on deformability and ductility of concrete Table 4 Note: AT= Ambient temperature around 25℃; "-" malfunction of LVDTs; " * " unexpected stop of testing machine. 
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